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Abstract 
Walters, Craig M, M.S. Egr., Department of Biomedical, Industrial and Human Factors 
Engineering, Wright State University, Dayton, OH, 2012. A quantitative model of the 
human-machine interaction and Multiple Attribute Task Battery (MATB): Task 
component interaction and the strategy paradigm 
 
The Multiple-Attribute Task Battery (MATB) is composed of four simultaneously 
running components to which a human operator responds. A prior report has quantified 
information content as a machine input baud rate using the Hick-Hyman and Fitt’s Laws 
for three of the four components and defines a strategy function. This report covers 
methods to quantify information content of the fourth component, creating a single metric 
which describes overall task complexity and evaluates human performance and strategy. 
Six MATB task-scenarios (combinations of two, three, or all four MATB components) 
each at two input baud rates are evaluated. Subjects were also provided with a chart that 
shows information weighting of each MATB component. Results show a change in 
strategy paradigm between medium input baud rate and high input baud rate for the six 
task-scenarios collectively. This likely occurs because subjects only refer to the 
component weighting chart for strategy formulation when performing more challenging 
task-scenarios. Advancements made with this thesis give a better understanding of how 
humans process information during multitasking, provide a simpler and more effective 
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metric for analyzing MATB human performance, and create a foundation for further 
model development.  
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1. Introduction 
This thesis has been written to provide a detailed account of the methods and results of a 
human performance modeling experiment so that those findings can be used in future 
work.  The experiment focuses on determining the effect of strategy on a person’s 
performance in the Multiple Attribute Task Battery (MATB) environment. To 
accomplish this, subjects were presented with several different scenarios of 
simultaneously running tasks at two difficulty levels each. Information theory was 
applied to each task component as outlined by Phillips and colleagues (2012).  All 
subjects are presented with the same precursory information and evaluated on their ability 
to use that information to achieve the best results. 
 
To create a multitasking environment, the NASA MATB was used.  Through application 
of information content theory, information processing capability was measured by taking 
the ratio of human operator information output to MATB machine information input.  
Additionally, subjects were given approximate information weighting for each 
component of the MATB in an attempt to assist the strategy they utilized.  The analysis 
focused on subjects’ ability to implement a strategy appropriate for simultaneously 
running tasks. Information theory also allows for the use of a “black box” input-output 
approach without the need to account for underlying psychological and physiological 
mechanisms.  
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2. Background 
2.1 Information Theory 
Claude Shannon (Shannon, 1948) developed a set of methods for quantitatively 
describing the information content of a signal. In his paper he describes an ideal 
communication system (Figure 1) in which a source first selects a message from a set of 
messages. The message is then transformed into a signal which is transmitted through a 
channel to a receiver.  The receiver transforms the signal back into the original message 
before it is received at its destination.  Additionally, noise may sometimes be added to the 
signal which causes the final message to be different from the original. 
 
 
Figure 1: Diagram of an ideal communication system 
 
Shannon’s methods for quantification of a signal involve the laws of probability. The 
probability of an event occurring influences its predictability and therefore affects how 
easy it is to process by a human.  In other words, as the probability of an event increases 
it becomes more predictable and easier to process leading to lower information content 
compared to a less probable event. The amount of information contained in a signal is 
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also affected by the number of alternatives of choice. More choices (when all choices are 
equally probable) reduces the probability of each event happening and results in higher 
information content for a given signal.  Shannon (1948) states that a logarithmic function 
such as: 
 
       [
 
 
] (1) 
 
where   represents the amount of information (in bits) produced by a single event and P 
is the probability of a certain event happening is the most logical way to describe 
information content. 
A bit can be defined as the amount of necessary information to make a decision between 
two choices. From Equation (1) we see that as the probability of an event occurring 
increases, its information content decreases. Also, if the number of all possible events is 
doubled (with all being equally likely) then the probability for each event will be halved 
and information content will increase by 1 bit. All events being equally likely, 
information content can therefore be manipulated in two ways: by modifying the number 
of alternatives of choice or increasing the rate at which the HO (human operator) must 
make choices (Inter-Stimulus Interval). 
2.2 The Multiple-Attribute Task Battery 
2.2.1 Original Version 
The multiple-attribute task battery (MATB; Comstock & Arnegard, 1992) was designed 
by NASA for investigating multitasking, workload, and human/automation interaction 
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research. It is the task that was chosen for delivering information to subjects for this 
experiment. The MATB has been used for a wide variety of human performance 
research. Examples include the investigation of task duration on the sensitivity to sleep 
deprivation (Caldwell & Ramspott 1998) and in determining index of operator 
engagement with automated systems (Pope & Bogart, 1994). Furthermore, the MATB 
has been used to investigate vigilance and task complexity by evaluating the ability of an 
HO to detect a failure of automated control (Molloy & Parasuraman, 1995).  
 
There are two ways of describing individual parts of MATB. Comstock divides the 
MATB into 4 components: Monitoring, Communications, Tracking, and Resource 
Management. Each component is clearly divided into its own section of the screen. 
However, two of these components can be further broken down into sub-tasks. The 
monitoring component has a lights task and a dials task and the Communications 
component has a channels task and a frequency task. The Tracking and Resource 
Management components cannot be further broken down into sub-tasks.  
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2.2.2 New Version 
Behavior of the sub-tasks is controlled by the investigator through the use of script files. 
A new version of the MATB was developed by the US Air Force (Miller, 2010) to 
simplify and streamline many aspects of what was becoming an outdated, but still very 
useful and relevant, human performance task. Script generation has been automated, 
greatly speeding up the script writing process and a new more detailed set of output files 
are produced for obtaining performance results more quickly. A screenshot of the script 
generator is provided in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Caption of AF-MATB Script Generator (New Version) 
 
By simply entering the desired values into the text boxes, the investigator can specify 
task duration and the number of events that will occur over that time. Sub-task behavior 
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is described in detail in section 3.1.  The Communications section allows the investigator 
to specify target and distractor callsigns. The Tracking section has a drop down menu for 
to select either Low, Medium, or High difficulty (as defined by Comstock, 1992) for the 
Tracking component. The System Monitoring section allows the investigator to specify 
the number of Lights and Dials events. And finally, the Resource Management section 
allows the investigator to specify how many pump failures and pump shut-offs will occur. 
This GUI makes it possible to define parameters for three different difficulty levels. Then 
a final script can be generated by selecting the difficulty (or difficulties) desired and 
pressing the “Generate Script” button.  The program will display graphs showing the 
distribution of events across entire task duration for verification purposes.  A more 
detailed description of the GUI and its operation is provided in the technical report 
(Miller, 2010).  
2.3 Previous Work 
2.3.1 Information Throughput 
A major problem with the MATB is the lack of a single variable that provides a measure 
of overall task complexity. Current performance metrics for the MATB have been 
sufficient for studies published so far but can make measuring performance both difficult 
and confusing. Prior performance metrics for each sub-task of the MATB include 
accuracy, false positives, reaction time, and RMS error; depending on the specific task 
being evaluated.  The information theory approach of the Hick-Hyman and Fitt’s laws 
(based on the work of Shannon (1948)) have been previously utilized (Phillips et al., 
2007) to provide a human-machine interaction (HMI) model of MATB.  Alternatives of 
choice were defined for discrete sub-tasks (Hick-Hyman Law) and an index of difficulty 
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established for the continuous sub-task (Fitts Law).  A discrete signal, in this context, is a 
sequence of values that change at distinct times (Lights, Dials, Frequency, Channels, and 
Resource Management).  A continuous signal is simply a signal that is always changing 
(Tracking). The end result was the ability to describe spatial and temporal information 
content presented to the HO as a machine input baud rate and the HO response as an 
output baud rate, both in bits per second. The ratio of HO output baud to machine input 
baud results in the performance metric, information throughput. This process is covered 
in more detail in section 3.2.  By varying the inter-stimulus interval for discrete sub-tasks 
and the movement velocity for the continuous sub-task, machine baud rate could be 
manipulated to meet researchers’ requirements.  It should be noted though that this 
method does not account for reaction time directly and is instead based solely on 
accuracy. 
2.3.2 Strategy Function 
Previous work has also defined a human-machine interaction strategy function. In this 
context, a strategy can be defined as how a person divides their time and resources to 
perform multiple tasks simultaneously. A person uses a strategy to improve their 
performance and/or reduce fatigue and stress (Cardaci, Gangemi, Pendolino, & Nuovo, 
1996; Byrne & Handley, 1997; Chater & Oaksford, 1999). A strategy can be either 
explicit or implicit.  Previous work by Phillips and colleagues (2007; 2012) investigates 
the effect of implicit vs. explicit strategy (defined by Schaeken, De Vooght, 
Vandierendonck, & d’Ydewalle, 2000) on performance. Explicit strategy was established 
by providing the approximate machine information weighting of each component in the 
MATB. Implicit strategy was established by providing no useful information about 
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machine component weighting.  Results from these two studies show that when explicit 
strategy is implemented, subjects perform better. This is due to the fact that subjects were 
able to prioritize (or match) their output information weighting to the machine input 
information weighting. This matching of human output weighting to machine input 
weighting is known as the unity model paradigm as is further discussed in section 3.2.4 
and by Phillips and colleagues (2012).  
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2.4 Objective 
The objective of this study was applying the HMI model to evaluate human performance 
and strategy with respect to six MATB task-scenarios (representing combinations of two, 
three, or all four MATB components). Furthermore, each of the six MATB task-scenarios 
was evaluated at a medium input baud rate and a high input baud rate. This objective was 
addressed by two specific aims. First, human performance was evaluated with respect to 
MATB component information throughput for each of the twelve task-scenario baud 
level combinations. Second, human performance was evaluated with respect to the 
MATB component information weighting. 
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3. Methods and Procedures 
3.1 MATB Display and Description 
This experiment included four components of the MATB.  They are the System 
Monitoring, Tracking, Communications, and Resource Management components.  The 
experimenter controls the behavior of the MATB task through the use of script files 
which are easily assembled using the Air Force Software (Miller, 2010) or through 
manual modification with a text editor or spreadsheet program.  The other two 
components, Pump Status and Scheduling, were not included because they only provide 
additional (but not necessary) information about the function of the other components.  
Additionally, the lack of a way to respond to a stimulus from either of these components 
made calculating information throughput for them impossible. 
10 
 
 
Figure 3: Screenshot of the MATB 
 
3.1.1 System Monitoring 
The system monitoring component of MATB consists of two sub-tasks: lights and 
gauges.  Two rectangles represent warning lights with a green light on the left and a red 
light on the right.  The normal (resting) state of these lights is for the green light to be on 
and the red light to be off. Subjects are told that the lights will periodically deviate from 
their normal state and that they must respond as quickly as possible by either pressing the 
F5 key to turn the green light back on or by pressing the F6 key to turn the red light back 
off.  There are two alternatives of choice for the lights part of the task. The gauges 
component consists of four dials with yellow arrows that move vertically between one 
tick mark above and below a center mark when in their normal resting state.  Subjects are 
11 
 
instructed to respond as quickly as possible if an arrow ever travels beyond one tick mark 
from the center. They respond to this stimulus by pressing the button that corresponds to 
a certain gauge (F1, F2, F3 or F4). There are four alternatives of choice for the gauges 
part of the task. 
3.1.2 Communications 
Subjects are given the call sign “NGT504”. They are instructed to continuously listen for 
their call sign to be announced on the speakers and follow the instructions that follow 
when their call sign is announced.  Instructions to set the radio to a certain channel and 
frequency will follow the call sign. Subjects are instructed to use the up and down arrow 
keys to select the proper channel and the left and right arrow keys to select the proper 
frequency. They then hit the enter key to indicate that they’ve finished. The number of 
alternatives of choice for the communications task is four for the channel and four for the 
frequency.  For the application of the Hick-Hyman law to be valid here, all false call 
signs were announced to the subjects meaning that a response would be necessary every 
time there was an announcement through the speakers. 
3.1.3 Tracking 
The tracking component is composed of a green circular cursor that arbitrarily moves 
around the screen and a white target circle. The HO is instructed to use the joystick to 
keep the green cursor inside the white target area. If the cursor should move outside the 
target area, the HO is not credited with any output baud for the tracking task during that 
time.  Typically, the MATB does not include the white target circle. Normally the 
subjects’ goal is to keep the green cursor inside the yellow rectangle present near the 
center of the tracking screen. However, the methods for calculating tracking baud rate 
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(covered in Phillips et al., 2007) require a circular boundary in which the HO must keep 
the green cursor.  As discussed previously, a white circle was simply superimposed over 
the MATB interface using a freeware logo program. 
3.1.4 Resource Management 
Until now, the resource management component of MATB has been excluded from the 
HMI model. The Resource Management component was originally designed to be an 
executive function (decision making) task. However, modifications were made to its 
behavior to make application of the Hick-Hyman Law possible. These modifications have 
essentially converted the Resource Management component into more of a stimulus 
response task instead of a decision making task. However, the inclusion of a fourth task 
allows for a more thorough investigation of task interaction and should also prove more 
challenging for subjects.  
The resource management component consists of several fuel tanks that are connected 
through a series of pumps.  Two target tanks (Tanks A and B) at the top of the setup are 
continuously draining. There are also two unlimited supply tanks (not labeled) and two 
holding tanks (Tanks C and D). It is the job of the HO to activate or deactivate pumps at 
the appropriate time in order to maintain a desired resource level in each of the target 
tanks.  This task also originally includes random pump failures and shut-offs. A pump 
failure makes the pump temporarily unusable, forcing the subject to redirect resource 
flow through other tanks and pumps to maintain a target resource level in Tanks A and B. 
A shut-off event would simply turn-off a randomly selected pump; however, the operator 
can immediately re-activate the pump. To be able to apply information theory, all pumps 
except for the one that moves resources from the unlimited supply tank to its 
13 
 
corresponding target tank (Pumps 2 and 4) have been deactivated. All pump failure and 
shut-off events were also disabled. This greatly simplifies the behavior of the task and 
reduces its information content. To account for this, fill and drain rates for the tanks have 
been greatly increased to reduce inter-stimulus interval (covered in section 3.2.1). The 
resource management component has two alternatives of choice for each target tank (4 
total) in the resource management component. 
3.2 Mathematical Development 
There are 2 sections for mathematical development. First, methods for calculating 
information content of the resource management component must be given because it is 
new to the HMI model. Following that, methods for calculating our performance metric, 
throughput (β), component-specific weighting ratios, component-specific response ratios, 
and strategy paradigms are covered. 
3.2.1 Resource Management 
We modified the Resource Management component (denoted as R, see Figure 4) so that 
 
 
Figure 4: Resource Management Component of MATB 
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we could apply the Hick-Hyman law and describe its information content in bits. Subjects 
were instructed to keep resource levels between 2000 and 2400 units in both target tanks, 
giving a total on-target range (    of 400 units. Inter-stimulus interval (ISI) can then be 
defined as: 
 
        
  
 ̇
 (2) 
 
where  ̇ is the net resource flow rate.  Per the methods developed by Phillips and 
colleagues (2007) we find the spatial information content of the stimulus set to be 
 
  (        (            (3) 
 
where A.O.C. is the number of alternatives of choice. This allows us to reach our goal of 
defining a machine baud rate (in bits per second)  
 
      
  (  
   
 
    (      
  
    (4) 
 
3.2.2 Baud Rate, Response Ratios, and Weighting Ratios 
The methods for calculating baud rate for R are shown in section 3.1.1.  Methods for 
calculation of machine baud rate for the Monitoring, Tracking, and Communications 
components (denoted as M, T, and C respectively) of MATB have been previously 
reported (Phillips et al., 2007).  However, prior work discussed MATB in terms of 5 sub-
tasks (Lights, Dials, Channels, Frequency, and Targeting) instead of four components as 
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we are doing now.  Methods for calculating baud rate have not changed, but components 
that are comprised of two sub-tasks are now summed together.      in the current work 
is equivalent to             (Lights and Dials) as defined in past work. Similarly,       
in the current work is equivalent to             (Channels and Frequency) as defined in 
past work. The following section covers the calculation of the HO information 
throughput ( ̅  performance for all MATB components. 
 
Define the HO performance metric, information throughput ( ̅ , as the ratio of human 
baud out (   to machine baud in (    : 
  ̅  
  
   
 (5) 
where   
 
                       (6) 
 
                            (7) 
 
 
And both     and    are measured in 
    
   ⁄ . 
Through substitution of Equation (6) into Equation (5), define fractional baud throughput 
values: 
 
  ̅  
                  
   
  ̅   ̅   ̅   ̅  (8) 
 
where   ̂ are fractional baud throughput values and i = M, C, R, and T.  
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Next, define a component-specific machine weighting ratio: 
 
    
     
   
 (9) 
 
   is a statement of the fraction of the total input baud rat that each component 
contributes. 
 
Similarly, define a component-specific human weighting ratio: 
 
   ̂  
    
  
 (10) 
 
Where  ̂ is a statement of the fraction of output baud that the HO dedicates to each 
component. 
 
A component-specific information throughput, or response ratio (    is defined: 
 
 
 
   
    
     
 (11) 
 
 
 
 
Through multiplication of Equations (9) and (11) we get: 
 
 
     
   
      (12) 
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so that substitution of Equation (12) into Equation (8) allows us to define the strategy 
outcome 
 
  ̅  ∑    
 
 (13) 
 
The strategy outcome variable represents the quality of the HO’s performance. 
3.2.3 Strategy Function 
The strategy function is used to describe the relationship between the component-specific 
response ratios, weighting ratios, and the total baud throughput. 
 
If Equation (10) is substituted into Equation (12) then: 
 
 
   
 ̂   
     
 (14) 
 
Then define a component-specific weighting ratio (    which describes how the HO 
weights each component compared to machine weighting (strategy formulation): 
 
 
   
  ̂
  
 (15) 
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and finally, through substitution of Equation (5) into Equation (14) and Equation (15) we 
arrive at our goal of showing the relationship between component-specific weighting 
ratio (    and response ratio (   : 
 
       ̅ (16) 
 
In summary, the component-specific  response ratio (    is a statement of strategy 
execution, the component-specific weighting ratio (  ) is a statement of strategy 
formulation, and  ̅ is a statement of the overall strategy outcome. 
3.2.4 Strategy Cases 
For each task-scenario each component-specific group mean response ratio ( ̂   is tested 
for statistical difference from the group mean total baud throughput ( ̂ . Additionally, 
each group mean component-specific weighting ( ̂ ) ratio is tested for statistical 
difference from unity. This is accomplished by using the Tukey-Kramer HSD test (p < 
0.05).  With this, we define 3 strategy cases: 
 
Case 1: For any ith component in a certain task-scenario: 
  ̂    ̂ (17) 
And    
and per Equation (12): 
  ̂     (18) 
 
which indicates unity weighting (HO weighting approximately matches machine 
weighting) for the ith component. 
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Case 2: is similar to Case 1, except: 
  ̂   ̂ (19) 
 
 
 
 ̂    (20) 
   
which indicates that the HO over weighted the ith component compared to machine 
weighting.  
 
Case 3: is similar to Case 1, except: 
 
 
 ̂   ̂ 
(21) 
 
 
 
 
 ̂    (22) 
which indicates that the HO under weighted the ith component compared to machine 
weighting. 
3.2.5 The Strategy Paradigm 
A strategy paradigm describes a set of any of the four component-specific weighting 
ratios as related to any specific task-scenario.  In other words, a strategy paradigm 
collectively describes all strategy cases (defined in section 3.2.5) for a certain task-
scenario.  Three strategy paradigms are defined here: the mixed strategy paradigm, the 
unity strategy paradigm and the near-unity strategy paradigm.  
 
The unity strategy paradigm is being used when all of the component-specific weighting 
ratios (  ̂) are not statistically different from unity (Case 1; as determined by Tukey-
Kramer HSD). For a four-component task-scenario: 
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  ̂   ̂   ̂   ̂    (23) 
 
 
The near-unity strategy is defined as unity weighting of all but one MATB component 
when either three or four MATB components are being used in a task-scenario. The near-
unity strategy does not apply when there are only two MATB components in a task-
scenario.  
 
The mixed strategy paradigm consists of a combination of overweighted, underweighted, 
and equally weighted response ratios and weighting ratios (Cases 1, 2, and/or 3).          
3.3 Experimental Methods and Procedures 
3.3.1 Subjects 
All subjects were volunteers from Wright State University and signed a consent form that 
had been approved by the Wright State University Institutional Review Board. Subjects 
were screened to make certain that they were capable of operating a keyboard and 
joystick, capable of hearing the commands given through the computer speakers, and 
were not color blind.  The subject population was composed of 22 males and 18 females 
(n = 40) ranging in age from 19 to 47. All subjects had no prior experience with the 
MATB task. Subjects were given a brief training session to familiarize them with general 
operation of each component of the MATB before completing the two 24 minute testing 
sessions. 
Subjects did not receive any feedback regarding their performance or the performance of 
any other subjects in the study. Subjects were motivated by being made aware of a 
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potential award for adequate performance in the informed consent document. If subjects 
arrived on time, followed instructions, and did their best on the task (as determined by the 
investigator) they would receive a flash drive and class credit (for students in the 
appropriate classes). 
3.3.2 Apparatus 
Subjects completed all trials on a HP-Compaq tower computer running Windows 7 (x64) 
with a 17” MPC flat screen monitor and a CH Products Fighterstick USB joystick.  
Software used to complete the experiment includes the NASA developed MATB and Air 
Force developed add-on to MATB for automation of script writing using MATLAB 
Compiler Runtime. Additionally, the freeware program “Custom Desktop Logo” 
(http://customdesktoplogo.wikidot.com) was utilized for superimposition of the white 
target circle in the tracking component of the MATB. 
Subjects were provided with the average weighting (%) of each component by 
superimposing large numbers over a screenshot of the MATB interface (Figure 5) 
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Figure 5: Approximate Component Weighting Table 
 
and taping it to the desk next to their right hand for easy visibility as seen in Figure 6. 
Provided below is a photograph of the subject testing workstation. Although they were 
given the choice between using the right or left hand for the joystick (were required to 
use the same hand throughout out the experiment), all subjects used their right hand and 
kept all equipment positioned as shown in the figure. Subjects were provided with 
headphones for the audio task and to block out some background noise. The approximate 
component weighting diagram was located to the right of the joystick for easy 
accessibility at any time throughout the experiment. 
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Figure 6: Testing workstation 
 
3.3.3 Experiment Design 
The experiment was designed to evaluate human performance and strategy with respect 
to six MATB task-scenarios (representing combinations of 2, 3, or all 4 MATB 
components).  Four difficulty levels (low, medium, high, ultra-high) were established 
based on total machine baud rate (see table 1). Past work indicates that baud rates below 
1 bit/s typically aren’t challenging and baud rates above 2 bits per second typically reach 
and surpass channel capacity. By testing with only the medium and high difficulty levels, 
subjects were challenged throughout the experiment without being completely 
overloaded. 
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Table 1: Machine Baud Rates for Individual MATB Components in bits/sec 
Difficulty Monitoring Comm Targeting 
Resource 
Management 
Total 
Low 0.3 0.16 0.24 0.1 0.8 
Medium 0.6 0.34 0.24 0.25 1.43 
High 0.75 0.26 0.69 0.25 1.95 
Ultra-High 1.1 0.3 0.95 0.25 2.6 
 
To investigate task interaction, several task-scenarios (a set of the MATB components) 
were created in which 2, 3, or all 4 MATB components would be running simultaneously 
(Table 2). Task combinations were chosen because their summed baud rate 
approximately meets our requirement of being between 1 and 2 bits/sec at both the 
medium and high difficulty levels.   
 
Table 2: Component Baud In Rate for Each Task-scenario 
Task-scenario Difficulty β-in T β-in R β-in C β-in M Total Baud 
MT Medium 0.24 0 0 0.6 0.84 
MT High 0.69 0 0 0.75 1.44 
MCR Medium 0 0.25 0.33 0.6 1.18 
MCR High 0 0.25 0.27 0.75 1.27 
MCT Medium 0.24 0 0.33 0.6 1.17 
MCT High 0.69 0 0.27 0.75 1.71 
MRT Medium 0.24 0.25 0 0.6 1.09 
MRT High 0.69 0.25 0 0.75 1.69 
CRT Medium 0.24 0.25 0.33 0 0.82 
CRT High 0.69 0.25 0.27 0 1.21 
MCRT Medium 0.24 0.25 0.33 0.6 1.42 
MCRT High 0.69 0.25 0.27 0.75 1.96 
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Table 3: Machine Weighting Ratio for Each Task-scenario 
Task-scenario Level W - Targeting W - Resource W - Comm W - Monitoring 
MT Medium 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.71 
MT High 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.52 
MCR Medium 0.00 0.21 0.28 0.51 
MCR High 0.00 0.20 0.21 0.59 
MCT Medium 0.21 0.00 0.28 0.51 
MCT High 0.40 0.00 0.16 0.44 
MTR Medium 0.22 0.23 0.00 0.55 
MTR High 0.41 0.15 0.00 0.44 
CTR Medium 0.29 0.30 0.40 0.00 
CTR High 0.57 0.21 0.22 0.00 
MCTR Medium 0.17 0.18 0.23 0.42 
MCTR High 0.35 0.13 0.14 0.38 
Average Weighting   28.22 13.34 16.07 42.37 
 
 
Table 3 shows the fractional weighting of each component for all testing scenarios.  An 
overall average weighting was calculated for each component. This approximate 
component weighting table was then provided to all subjects at the beginning of the 
experiment so that they could use it for strategy formulation (Figure 5). Approximate 
weighting values were calculated by summing baud rate across all task-scenarios (both 
difficulties) for each component and then dividing the summed baud rate for each 
component by total baud rate for all components across all scenarios. 
3.3.4 Data Acquisition 
The AF-MATB (Miller, 2010) creates several output files for each trial run. These files 
report performance metrics such as percent correct responses, false positives, and RMS 
error. The AF-MATB writes output files in a format unknown to MATB. A Visual Basic 
macro (appendix B) was written to convert all output files to Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheets. A MATLAB script file was then written (appendix A) to extract all relevant 
data from converted MATB output files and organize it into a single summary 
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spreadsheet. For each trial run, this spreadsheet reports the task-scenario, difficulty, total 
baud in, total baud out, total throughput, fractional baud in and out for each component, 
throughput for each component, weighting ratios for each component, and response ratios 
for each component.  
3.4 Statistical Analysis 
Experimental data was transferred into JMP statistics software (SAS Institute, Inc.). The 
objective of the statistical analysis was to identify the strategy used for each component 
in each task-scenario. A one-way ANOVA was run for each task-scenario with weighting 
ratios as the dependent variable across both difficulty levels. Using the Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test, each group-mean weighting ratio was tested for statistically significant 
difference from unity. A second one-way ANOVA was run for each task-scenario with 
response-ratios as the dependent variable across both difficulty levels. Each response 
ratio (or component-specific throughput) was tested for significant difference from  ̂ 
(total throughput) using the Tukey-Kramer HSD. In both tests, no significant difference 
between the two parameters indicated an approximate equality (Case 1).  If there was a 
significant difference then an inequality was assigned to the relationship (Cases 2 and 3). 
A strategy paradigm could then be defined which collectively describes a set of strategy 
cases in a given task-scenario. 
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4. Results 
The following tables and figures summarize the data collected from the experiment. They 
display the baud throughput for subjects and utilized strategy paradigms. A comparison is 
made between all scenarios at high and medium difficulty for all subjects. A separate 
analysis of each component is run for each task-scenario at both difficulty levels. All 
comparisons are done through the use of one-way ANOVAs and the Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test. Comparisons were made using both the component-specific response ratios (  ) and 
weighting ratios (  ).  
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4.1 Medium difficulty weighting ratios for each scenario 
4.1.1 CRT 
 
Figure 7: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for CRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 4: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for CRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the CRT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates overweighting for the Tracking component and underweighting for 
the Communications component. Overall, the group of subjects followed the mixed 
strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.1.2 MCR 
 
Figure 8: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCR at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 5: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCR at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCR task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates no overweighting or underweighting for any components. Overall, the 
group of subjects followed the unity strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.1.3 MCRT 
 
Figure 9: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 6: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCRT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates overweighting for the Tracking component and underweighting for 
the Communications component. Overall, the group of subjects followed the mixed 
strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.1.4 MCT 
 
Figure 10: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 7: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates overweighting for the Tracking and Monitoring components and 
underweighting for the Communications component. Overall, the group of subjects 
followed the mixed strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.1.5 MRT 
 
Figure 11: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 8: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MRT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates underweighting for the Resource Management component. Overall, 
the group of subjects followed the near-unity strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.1.6 MT 
 
Figure 12: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 9: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the CRT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates no overweighting or underweighting for any components. Overall, the 
group of subjects followed the unity strategy paradigm for this task-scenario.  
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4.2 High difficulty weighting ratios for each task-scenario 
4.2.1 CRT 
 
Figure 13: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for CRT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 10: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for CRT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the CRT task-scenario at high difficulty. It is used to show if any of 
the component-specific group mean weighting ratios ( ̂   are significantly different from 
unity.  The Tukey-Kramer HSD test indicates overweighting for the Communications 
component. The Resource Management and Tracking weighting ratios were not 
statistically different from unity. 
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4.2.2 MCR 
 
Figure 14: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCR at High Difficulty 
 
Table 11: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCR at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCR task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates overweighting for the Communications component and underweighting for 
the Resource Management component. The Monitoring weighting ratio was not 
statistically different from unity. 
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4.2.3 MCRT 
 
Table 12: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCRT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 13: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCRT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCRT task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates no overweighting or underweighting for any components. Overall, the 
group of subjects followed the unity strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.2.4 MCT 
 
Figure 15: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 14: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCT task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates no overweighting or underweighting for any components. Overall, the 
group of subjects followed the unity strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.2.5 MRT 
 
Figure 16: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MRT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 15: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MRT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MRT task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates no overweighting or underweighting for any components. Overall, the 
group of subjects followed the unity strategy paradigm for this task-scenario. 
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4.2.6 MT 
 
Figure 17: Weighting ratio Tukey HSD graph for MT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 16: Weighting ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCRT task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates overweighting for the Monitoring component and underweighting for the 
Tracking component. Overall, the group of subjects followed the mixed strategy 
paradigm for this task-scenario.  
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4.3 Medium difficulty response ratios for each task-scenario 
4.3.1 CRT 
 
Figure 18: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for CRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 17: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for CRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the CRT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates  that the Tracking component had a group mean response ratio that 
was significantly higher than the overall group mean response ratio. The 
Communications and Resource Management group mean response ratio is not 
significantly different from  ̂. 
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4.3.2 MCR 
 
Figure 19: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCR at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 18: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCR at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCR task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates  that none of the components had a group mean response ratio that 
was significantly different from  ̂. 
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4.3.3 MCRT 
 
Figure 20: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 19: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCRT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates that the Tracking component had a group mean response ratio that was 
significantly higher than the overall group mean response ratio. It also shows that the 
Communications component had a group mean response ratio that was significantly 
lower than the overall group mean response ratio. The Monitoring and Resource 
Management group mean response ratios are not significantly different from  ̂.  
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4.3.4 MCT 
 
Figure 21: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 20: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates  that the Tracking component had a group mean response ratio that 
was significantly higher than the overall group mean response ratio. It also shows that the 
Communications component had a group mean response ratio that was significantly 
lower than the overall group mean response ratio. The Monitoring group-mean response 
ratio is not significantly different from  ̂.  
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4.3.5 MRT 
 
 
Figure 22: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 21: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MRT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer 
HSD test indicates  that none of the components had a group mean response ratio that 
was significantly different from  ̂. 
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4.3.6 MT 
 
Figure 23: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MT at Medium Difficulty 
 
Table 22: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MT at Medium Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MT task-scenario at medium difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates that none of the components had a group mean response ratio that was 
significantly different from  ̂.  
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4.4 High difficulty response ratios for each task-scenario 
4.4.1 CRT 
 
Figure 24: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for CRT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 23: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for CRT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the CRT task-scenario at high difficulty. It is used to show if any of 
the component-specific group mean response ratios ( ̂   are significanltly different than 
the overall group mean response ratio ( ̂ .  The Tukey-Kramer HSD test indicates that 
the Communications component had a group mean response ratio that was significantly 
higher than the overall group mean response ratio. The Resource Management and 
Tracking group mean response ratios are not significantly different from ̂.  
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4.4.2 MCR 
 
 
Figure 25: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCR at High Difficulty 
 
Table 24: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCR at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCR task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates that the Communications component had a group mean response ratio that 
was significantly higher than the overall group mean response ratio. The Resource 
Management and Monitoring group mean response ratios are not significantly different 
from  ̂. 
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4.4.3 MCRT 
 
Figure 26: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCRT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 25: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCRT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCRT task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates that none of the components had a group mean response ratio that was 
significantly different from  ̂. 
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4.4.4 MCT 
 
Figure 27: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MCT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 26: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MCT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MCT task-scenario at high difficulty.  The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates that none of the components had a group mean response ratio that was 
significantly different from  ̂. 
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4.4.5 MRT 
 
Figure 28: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MRT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 27: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MRT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MRT task-scenario at high difficulty.  The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates  that none of the components had a group mean response ratio that was 
significantly different from  ̂. 
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4.4.6 MT 
 
Figure 29: Response ratio Tukey HSD graph for MT at High Difficulty 
 
Table 28: Response ratio Tukey-Kramer LSD Matrix for MT at High Difficulty 
 
 
This test was run for the MT task-scenario at high difficulty. The Tukey-Kramer HSD 
test indicates  that the Tracking component had a group mean response ratio that was 
significantly lower than the overall group mean response ratio. The Monitoring group-
mean response ratio is not significantly different from  ̂.  
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4.5 Group mean equality tables for response ratio and weighting ratio 
4.5.1 Weighting Ratios 
Table 29 shows a comparison of each component-specific weighting ratio to unity as 
determined with the Tukey-Kramer HSD graphs in sections 4.1 and 4.2.  A “≈” denotes 
an approximate equality to unity for a specific component. A “>” or “<” denote an 
overweighting or underweighting response ratio compared to       respectively. An “X” 
is used as a placeholder when a certain component is not present in a given task-scenario. 
 
Table 29: Component-specific group mean weighting ratio comparison to unity 
SCENARIO             
CRT-L X < ≈ > 
MCR-L ≈ ≈ ≈ X 
MCRT-L ≈ < ≈ > 
MCT-L > < X > 
MRT-L ≈ X < ≈ 
MT-L ≈ X X ≈ 
CRT-H X > ≈ ≈ 
MCR-H ≈ > < X 
MCRT-H ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ 
MCT-H ≈ ≈ X ≈ 
MRT-H ≈ X ≈ ≈ 
MT-H > X X < 
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4.5.2 Response Ratios 
Similarly, Table 30 shows a comparison of each component-specific response ratio to  ̂as 
determined with the Tukey-Kramer HSD graphs in section 4.4.  A “≈” denotes an 
approximate equality to  ̂ for a specific component. A “>” or “<” denote a significantly 
higher or lower response ratio compared to  ̂ respectively. 
 
Table 30: Component-specific group mean response comparison to  ̂ 
SCENARIO             
CRT-L X ≈ ≈ > 
MCR-L ≈ ≈ ≈ X 
MCRT-L ≈ < ≈ > 
MCT-L ≈ < X > 
MRT-L ≈ X ≈ ≈ 
MT-L ≈ X X ≈ 
CRT-H X > ≈ ≈ 
MCR-H ≈ > ≈ X 
MCRT-H ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈ 
MCT-H ≈ ≈ X ≈ 
MRT-H ≈ X ≈ ≈ 
MT-H ≈ X X < 
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4.5.3 Weighting Ratios vs. Response Ratios 
Table 31 has been created to compare strategy case for response ratios to weighting 
ratios. Only situations in which the response ratio and weighting ratio do not match are 
shown.   
 
Table 31: Comparison of response ratios to weighting ratio equality values 
SCENARIO                         
CRT-L X ≈ / <   
MCR-L    X 
MCRT-L     
MCT-L ≈ / >  X  
MRT-L  X ≈ / <  
MT-L  X X  
CRT-H X    
MCR-H   ≈ / < X 
MCRT-H     
MCT-H   X  
MRT-H  X   
MT-H ≈ / > X X  
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5. Discussion 
 
A main accomplishment of this experiment was the creation of a single metric that can be 
used to describe overall MATB task complexity. In the past, the Resource Management 
component was excluded because of how complicated it is. However, with the 
modifications made to its behavior (section 3.2.1), it became possible to describe its 
information content using Hick-Hyman bits. With all 4 MATB components now 
included, the model becomes more useful and practical as a research tool.  With the 
inclusion of a fourth task, it allowed us to more thoroughly pursue our research objective 
of investigating MATB component interaction. 
 
Similar to past research, two separate but closely related statistical analyses were run; one 
using weighting ratios (    and the other using response ratios (   .  In the past the two 
were viewed as equals and both were used for analysis and interpretation of strategy. 
However, this experiment clearly shows that the weighting ratio is superior to the 
response ratio in determining strategy cases and scenarios because of its higher sensitivity 
and accuracy. This statement can be verified with table 31 because it shows that 
whenever there is a discrepancy between a weighting ratio and a response ratio that (1)    
always fits Case 1 (equality) and (2)    is either an overweighting or underweighting. 
Inspection of the Tukey-Kramer HSD weighting ratio graphs (Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.4, 4.1.5, 
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4.2.2, & 4.2.6) and the corresponding response ratio graphs(Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.4, 4.3.5, 
4.4.2, & 4.4.6) for the task-scenarios highlighted in Table 31 show that even though    
does not reach significance for an inequality that matches the corresponding   , it is 
always very close. This can be explained because of the fact that the standard deviation 
for the response ratios is larger than for weighting ratios. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that    and    will follow the same trends but with    being the more statistically specific 
measure, it will always produce more reliable results and should be used from now on for 
all interpretation of strategy cases and strategy paradigms. 
 
Table 29 shows the strategy case assigned to each component in each task-scenario at 
both difficulty levels with regards to the weighting ratios. The table can be analyzed both 
horizontally and vertically. First, strategy paradigms can be analyzed as a set of strategy 
cases for all components of a specific task-scenario (the rows of Table 29). Second, each 
MATB component can be individually analyzed across all task-scenarios (the columns of 
Table 29) 
 
A comparison of strategy paradigm for each task-scenario at each difficulty level was 
performed.  Table 32 shows which of the three strategy paradigms (unity, near-unity, & 
mixed) was used in each task-scenario at the different input baud rates. At the medium 
input baud rate, there were two task-scenarios in which the unity strategy paradigm was 
used (MT & MCR), one task-scenario in which the near-unity strategy paradigm was 
used (MRT), and three task-scenarios in which the mixed strategy paradigm was used 
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(CRT, MCT, & MCRT). At the high input baud rate, there were three task-scenarios in 
which the unity strategy paradigm was used (MCT, MRT, & MCRT), one task-scenario 
in which the near-unity strategy paradigm was used (CRT), and two task-scenarios in 
which the mixed strategy paradigm was used (MT & MCR). The shift in strategy 
paradigm between the medium and high input baud across the six task-scenarios is show 
in Table 32 below. 
 
Table 32: Shift in Utilized Strategy 
Shift in Utilized Strategy 
  Unity Near-Unity Mixed 
Medium Input Baud Rate MT & MCR MRT 
CRT, MCT, & 
MCRT 
High Input Baud Rate 
MCT, MRT, & 
MCRT 
CRT MT & MCR 
 
 
A closer inspection of Table 32 shows us that the strategy paradigm for the MCRT and 
MCT task-scenarios makes a dramatic shift from mixed at medium input baud rate to 
unity at high input baud rate. Additionally, these two task-scenarios had the highest baud 
rate of all the task-scenarios at the high difficulty level. Therefore, this dramatic 
improvement in strategy is somewhat counter-intuitive (based on past work) as one 
would expect strategy to degrade as baud rate increases. A potential explanation for this 
phenomenon stems from the fact that strategy is influenced by the component weighting 
chart provided to the subjects. It is possible that at lower baud rate subjects aren’t 
challenged enough and don’t turn to the weighting chart to help figure out how they 
should divide their time across all MATB components. Conversely, at the high input 
baud rate subjects are more challenged and refer to the weighting chart to help figure out 
which components deserve more attention. 
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Similar to the MCRT and MCT task-scenarios, there is an improvement in strategy for 
the MRT task-scenario. However, this shift is a less dramatic one; MRT shifts from near-
unity at low difficulty to unity strategy at high difficulty. MRT had the next highest baud 
rate, just below MCRT and MCT, of all the task-scenarios at the high difficulty level. 
Again, subjects at the low difficulty level may not be challenged enough, but at the high 
input baud rate subjects are more challenged and refer to the weighting chart to help 
figure out which components deserve more attention.  
 
Utilized strategy for the MCR task scenario makes a dramatic shift from unity at medium 
input baud rate to mixed at high input baud rate. Note that this shift is the exact opposite 
of the two task-scenarios with the highest baud rate.  However, for the MCR task-
scenario, the difference in baud between the two difficulty levels in very small compared 
to all other task-scenarios. It is possible that this shift in strategy is only arbitrary and is 
due to the fact that subjects can’t distinguish between medium and high baud rate for 
MCR. Therefore, baud rate for both difficulty levels also may not be high enough for 
subjects to warrant using the weighting table properly. It is also interesting to note that 
the MCR task-scenario is the only one in which the Tracking component was not 
included. The Tracking component utilized a joystick and did not require use of the 
keyboard. Therefore, the ability to use both hands on the other three keyboard operated 
components may have altered the strategy subjects implemented. 
 
Finally, the MT task-scenario makes a shift from a unity strategy paradigm at low 
difficulty to mixed at high difficulty. MT is the only task-scenario with only 2 
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components. The strategy paradigm shift between low and high difficulty may be in some 
way related to this. With only 2 components, strategy formulation becomes much 
simpler. The lack of an audio component may also play a role in strategy formulation for 
this task-scenario.  
 
Some other very interesting finding can be made by examining the strategy case across 
all scenarios at medium/high input baud rate for each MATB component by reading 
Table 29 vertically.  
 
The Monitoring component weighting ratio is an equality for four of the five task-
scenarios at the medium input baud rate. That ratio remains the same for high input baud. 
 
The Communications component weighting ratio is underweighted for two of the four 
task-scenarios at the medium input baud rate. The weighting ratio for Communications 
changes to an overweighting for two of the four task-scenarios. 
 
The Resource Management component weighting ratio is an equality (unity) for three of 
the four task-scenarios at the medium input baud rate. This weighting is maintained 
across all task-scenarios at the high input baud rate. 
 
The Targeting component weighting ratio is an equality (unity) for two of the five task-
scenarios at the medium input baud rate. The weighting ratio for Targeting changes to an 
equality for four of the five task-scenarios at the high input baud rate. 
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Therefore, the Communications and Targeting weighting ratios significantly change 
between medium and high input baud rate task-scenarios. The Monitoring and Resource 
Management components are weighted in approximately the same manner at both input 
baud rates.  
 
Variations in weighting for the Communications component may be caused by the fact 
that it is the only task where the HO receives input as audio instead of visually like for all 
other components.  The subject must strategically divide the time they spend looking at 
each visual component to ensure that they see and respond to as many stimuli as possible. 
However, with only one audio component, the subject is always aware of the need to 
respond to a Communications stimulus (assuming they were listening for audio stimuli) 
and can simply choose whether responding to it is best for their score depending on the 
activity required by the other three visual components. Communications only made up 
16% of total input baud and was therefore not always prioritized because of its medium 
“bang for the buck”.  Additionally, responding to a Communications stimulus was very 
time consuming compared to other component stimuli. It’s very possible that subjects 
sometimes determined that it hurt their score more to respond to Communications stimuli 
than to ignore them.  
 
Targeting was also unique in that it is the only continuous response task. Unlike the other 
components in which stimuli were randomly distributed over the duration of the trial, 
Tracking required constant feedback. This different type of response, when combined 
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with the other components, may have played a big role in the ability of the subject to 
divide their time properly to maintain unity weighting.
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6. Summary 
In summary, this experiment has provided us with an abundance of new knowledge 
regarding MATB and human multitasking performance.  A single metric which describes 
overall task complexity for MATB has been created. This experiment has also established 
that a HO will change their strategy during multitasking when difficulty changes. Finally, 
even though subjects knew component weighting, their utilized strategy varied depending 
on which task-scenario was being performed.   
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8. APPENDIX A 
MATB SCRIPT FILE 
% Craig Walters 
% Baud Rate Analysis of MATB data 
 
clc 
clearall 
closeall 
 
tic 
 
cd('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August'); 
 
% Get file names and paths 
FilePath_Perf = rdir('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August\Performance 
Summary\**\*Performance_Summary*.xls'); 
FilePath_Track = rdir('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 
August\Tracking\**\*Tracking_Coordinate*.xls'); 
FilePath_Tanks = rdir('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 
August\Resource\**\*Fuel_Tank*.xls'); 
 
Files_Perf = dir('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August\Performance Summary\*.xls'); 
Files_Tanks = dir('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August\Resource\*.xls'); 
Files_Track = dir('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August\Tracking\*.xls'); 
 
 
 
% File Name check to ensure Performance, Tracking, and Tanks files are 
% all from same trial in each loop iteration 
 
fori = 1:length(Files_Perf); 
        a = Files_Perf(i).name; 
        b = Files_Tanks(i).name; 
        c = Files_Track(i).name; 
FileName_Perf(i,1:length(a)) = (a); 
FileName_Tanks(i,1:length(b)) = (b); 
FileName_Track(i,1:length(c)) = (c); 
end 
 
fori = 1:length(FileName_Tanks); 
ifFileName_Perf(i,1:11) ~= FileName_Tanks(i,1:11); 
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fprintf('File names don''t match! \n \n') 
break 
end 
end 
 
fori = 1:length(FileName_Tanks); 
ifFileName_Track(i,1:11) ~= FileName_Tanks(i,1:11); 
fprintf('File names don''t match! \n \n') 
break 
end 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Time = 240; 
 
 
fori = 1:length(Files_Perf); 
 
File_Name_Perf = FilePath_Perf(i).name % leave unhidden to identify files that produce errors 
File_Name_Track = FilePath_Track(i).name; 
File_Name_Tanks = FilePath_Tanks(i).name; 
 
cd('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August'); 
 
    [NumericP, TextP, RawP] = xlsread(File_Name_Perf); 
    [NumericT, TextT, RawT] = xlsread(File_Name_Track); 
    [NumericTa, TextTa, RawTa] = xlsread(File_Name_Tanks); 
 
% define variables 
 
Guages_Sum = NumericP(1,5); 
Guages_Correct = NumericP(2,5); 
Guages_Timeouts = NumericP(3,5); 
Guages_RT = NumericP(5,5); 
Guages_StDev_RT = NumericP(6,5); 
 
Lights_Sum = NumericP(1,8); 
Lights_Correct = NumericP(2,8); 
Lights_Timeouts = NumericP(3,8); 
Lights_RT = NumericP(5,8); 
Lights_StDev_RT = NumericP(6,8); 
 
Tracking_Time = NumericT(5:length(NumericT),1); 
Tracking_X = NumericT(5:length(NumericT),2); 
Tracking_Y = NumericT(5:length(NumericT),3); 
    Origin = [598 566]; 
 
Tanks_Time = NumericTa(5:length(NumericTa),1); 
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Tank_A = NumericTa(5:length(NumericTa),2); 
Tank_B = NumericTa(5:length(NumericTa),3); 
 
 
for j = 1:length(Tank_A); 
ifTank_A(j) > 2400; 
Tank_A(j,2) = 0; 
elseifTank_A(j) < 2000; 
Tank_A(j,2) = 0; 
elseTank_A(j,2) = 1; 
end 
ifTank_B(j) > 2400; 
Tank_B(j,2) = 0; 
elseifTank_B(j) < 2000; 
Tank_B(j,2) = 0; 
else 
Tank_B(j,2) = 1; 
end 
end 
 
TankA_Percent = mean(Tank_A(:,2)); 
TankB_Percent = mean(Tank_B(:,2)); 
 
 
 
 
for j = 1:length(Tracking_X); 
Position(j,1) = ((Tracking_X(j)-Origin(1))^2 + (Tracking_Y(j)-Origin(2))^2)^.5; 
end 
 
Comm_Total = NumericP(18,1); 
Comm_True = NumericP(19,1); 
Comm_False = Comm_Total - Comm_True; 
Comm_Correct = NumericP(21,1); 
Comm_False_Alarm = NumericP(22,1); 
Comm_Timeout = NumericP(23,1); 
Comm_RT = NumericP(28,1); 
Comm_StDev_RT = NumericP(29,1); 
 
 
 
 
 
 
% Parse out subject #, difficulty, and scenario from file name 
    k = 1; 
 
if exist('l'); clear l; end 
 
for j = 1:length(FileName_Perf(i,:)); 
ifFileName_Perf(i,j) == '_'; 
l(k) = j; 
           k = k + 1;          
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end 
end 
 
Subject_Num=  FileName_Perf(i,(l(1)+1:l(2)-1)); 
   Difficulty = FileName_Perf(i,(l(2)+1:l(3)-1)); 
   Scenario = FileName_Perf(i,(l(3)+1:l(4)-1)); 
 
if Difficulty == 'H'; 
        Difficulty = 'High'; 
else Difficulty = 'Low'; 
end 
 
 
 
% Find Scenario 
 
 
 
 
 
 
% identify baud rate and difficulty level 
 
 
ifstrcmp(Difficulty,'Low') == 1; 
Guages_Baud_In = .4; 
Lights_Baud_In = .2; 
Comm_Baud_In = .333; 
Tanks_Baud_In = .25; 
Tracking_Baud_In = .24; 
else 
Guages_Baud_In = .5; 
Lights_Baud_In = .25; 
Comm_Baud_In = .267; 
Tanks_Baud_In = .25; 
Tracking_Baud_In = .69; 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ifstrcmp('MT',Scenario) == 1; 
Total_Baud_In = Lights_Baud_In + Guages_Baud_In + Tracking_Baud_In; 
Tanks_Baud_In = 0; Comm_Baud_In = 0; 
elseifstrcmp('MCT',Scenario) == 1; 
Total_Baud_In = Lights_Baud_In + Guages_Baud_In + Tracking_Baud_In + Comm_Baud_In; 
Tanks_Baud_In = 0; 
elseifstrcmp('MRT',Scenario) == 1; 
Total_Baud_In = Lights_Baud_In + Guages_Baud_In + Tracking_Baud_In + Tanks_Baud_In; 
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Comm_Baud_In = 0; 
elseifstrcmp('MCR',Scenario) == 1; 
Total_Baud_In = Lights_Baud_In + Guages_Baud_In + Tanks_Baud_In + Comm_Baud_In; 
Tracking_Baud_In = 0; 
elseifstrcmp('CRT',Scenario) == 1; 
Total_Baud_In = Comm_Baud_In + Tanks_Baud_In + Tracking_Baud_In; 
Lights_Baud_In = 0; Guages_Baud_In = 0; 
elseifstrcmp('MCRT',Scenario) == 1; 
Total_Baud_In = Guages_Baud_In + Lights_Baud_In + Comm_Baud_In + Tanks_Baud_In + 
Tracking_Baud_In; 
end 
 
 
 
Comm_Baud_Out = Comm_Correct/Comm_Total * Comm_Baud_In; 
Guages_Baud_Out = Guages_Correct/Guages_Sum * Guages_Baud_In; 
Lights_Baud_Out = Lights_Correct/Lights_Sum * Lights_Baud_In; 
Tanks_Baud_Out = Tanks_Baud_In * 0.5*(TankA_Percent + TankB_Percent); 
 
for j = 1:length(Tracking_Time); 
Tracking_Pos(j) = ((Tracking_X(j)-Origin(1))^2+(Tracking_Y(j)-Origin(2))^2)^.5; 
ifTracking_Pos(j) > 33*1.5; 
Tracking_Correct(j) = 0; 
else 
Tracking_Correct(j) = 1; 
end 
end 
 
Tracking_Percent_Correct = mean(Tracking_Correct); 
Tracking_Baud_Out = Tracking_Percent_Correct * Tracking_Baud_In; 
 
 
 
 
Comm_Baud_Out(isnan(Comm_Baud_Out)) = 0; 
Guages_Baud_Out(isnan(Guages_Baud_Out)) = 0; 
Lights_Baud_Out(isnan(Lights_Baud_Out)) = 0; 
Tanks_Baud_Out(isnan(Tanks_Baud_Out)) = 0; 
Tracking_Baud_Out(isnan(Tracking_Baud_Out)) = 0; 
 
 
Total_Baud_Out = Tracking_Baud_Out + Comm_Baud_Out + Guages_Baud_Out + Lights_Baud_Out + 
Tanks_Baud_Out; 
 
HO_Throughput = Total_Baud_Out/Total_Baud_In; 
Comm_Throughput = Comm_Baud_Out/Comm_Baud_In; 
Tracking_Throughput = Tracking_Baud_Out/Tracking_Baud_In; 
Tanks_Throughput = Tanks_Baud_Out/Tanks_Baud_In; 
 
Monitoring_Baud_In = Lights_Baud_In + Guages_Baud_In; 
Monitoring_Baud_Out = Lights_Baud_Out + Guages_Baud_Out; 
Monitoring_Throughput = Monitoring_Baud_Out/Monitoring_Baud_In; 
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% Calculate Weighting 
 
M_Machine_Weighting = Monitoring_Baud_In / Total_Baud_In; 
C_Machine_Weighting = Comm_Baud_In / Total_Baud_In; 
R_Machine_Weighting = Tanks_Baud_In / Total_Baud_In; 
T_Machine_Weighting = Tracking_Baud_In / Total_Baud_In; 
 
M_HO_Weighting = Monitoring_Baud_Out / Total_Baud_Out; 
C_HO_Weighting = Comm_Baud_Out / Total_Baud_Out; 
R_HO_Weighting = Tanks_Baud_Out / Total_Baud_Out; 
T_HO_Weighting = Tracking_Baud_Out / Total_Baud_Out; 
 
f_M = M_HO_Weighting / M_Machine_Weighting; 
f_C = C_HO_Weighting / C_Machine_Weighting; 
f_R = R_HO_Weighting / R_Machine_Weighting; 
f_T = T_HO_Weighting / T_Machine_Weighting; 
 
 
 
 
% Make final output table with column headers 
 
 
Output(1,1) = cellstr('File'); 
Output(1,2) = cellstr('Subject'); 
Output(1,3) = cellstr('Difficulty'); 
Output(1,4) = cellstr('Scenario'); 
Output(1,5) = cellstr('Total Baud In'); 
Output(1,6) = cellstr('Total Baud Out'); 
Output(1,7) = cellstr('Total Throughput'); 
 
Output(1,8) = cellstr('Monitoring In'); 
Output(1,9) = cellstr('Monitoring Out'); 
Output(1,10) = cellstr('Comm In'); 
Output(1,11) = cellstr('Comm Out'); 
Output(1,12) = cellstr('Resource In'); 
Output(1,13) = cellstr('Resource Out'); 
Output(1,14) = cellstr('Tracking In'); 
Output(1,15) = cellstr('Tracking Out'); 
 
Output(1,16) = cellstr('Machine M Weighting'); 
Output(1,17) = cellstr('Machine C Weighting'); 
Output(1,18) = cellstr('Machine R Weighting'); 
Output(1,19) = cellstr('Machine T Weighting'); 
Output(1,20) = cellstr('HO M Weighting'); 
Output(1,21) = cellstr('HO C Weighting'); 
Output(1,22) = cellstr('HO R Weighting'); 
Output(1,23) = cellstr('HO T Weighting'); 
Output(1,24) = cellstr('f-Monitoring'); 
Output(1,25) = cellstr('f-Comm'); 
Output(1,26) = cellstr('f-Resource'); 
Output(1,27) = cellstr('f-Tracking');         
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Output(1,28) = cellstr('R-Monitoring'); 
Output(1,29) = cellstr('R-Comm'); 
Output(1,30) = cellstr('R-Resource'); 
Output(1,31) = cellstr('R-Tracking');  
 
 
 
 
Output(i+1,1) = cellstr(File_Name_Perf); 
Output(i+1,2) = cellstr(Subject_Num); 
Output(i+1,3) = cellstr(Difficulty); 
Output(i+1,4) = cellstr(Scenario); 
Output(i+1,5) = cellstr(num2str(Total_Baud_In)); 
Output(i+1,6) = cellstr(num2str(Total_Baud_Out));         
Output(i+1,7) = cellstr(num2str(HO_Throughput));  
 
Output(i+1,8) = cellstr(num2str(Monitoring_Baud_In)); 
Output(i+1,9) = cellstr(num2str(Monitoring_Baud_Out));       
Output(i+1,10) = cellstr(num2str(Comm_Baud_In)); 
Output(i+1,11) = cellstr(num2str(Comm_Baud_Out)); 
Output(i+1,12) = cellstr(num2str(Tanks_Baud_In)); 
Output(i+1,13) = cellstr(num2str(Tanks_Baud_Out)); 
Output(i+1,14) = cellstr(num2str(Tracking_Baud_In)); 
Output(i+1,15) = cellstr(num2str(Tracking_Baud_Out)); 
 
Output(i+1,16) = cellstr(num2str(M_Machine_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,17) = cellstr(num2str(C_Machine_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,18) = cellstr(num2str(R_Machine_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,19) = cellstr(num2str(T_Machine_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,20) = cellstr(num2str(M_HO_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,21) = cellstr(num2str(C_HO_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,22) = cellstr(num2str(R_HO_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,23) = cellstr(num2str(T_HO_Weighting)); 
Output(i+1,24) = cellstr(num2str(f_M)); 
Output(i+1,25) = cellstr(num2str(f_C)); 
Output(i+1,26) = cellstr(num2str(f_R)); 
Output(i+1,27) = cellstr(num2str(f_T)); 
Output(i+1,28) = cellstr(num2str(Monitoring_Throughput)); 
Output(i+1,29) = cellstr(num2str(Comm_Throughput)); 
Output(i+1,30) = cellstr(num2str(Tanks_Throughput)); 
Output(i+1,31) = cellstr(num2str(Tracking_Throughput)); 
 
 
 
Percent_Complete = i/length(Files_Perf)*100 %leave unhidden to see progress 
 
 
end 
 
toc 
 
xlswrite('C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August\MATB Results.xlsx', Output); 
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9. APPENDIX B 
VISUAL BASIC MACRO 
Sub SaveAsXLS() 
Dim SrcFileAs String 
Dim Destination As String 
Dim Path As String 
Dim File As String 
 
 
' This macro will always produce an error. 
' That error occurs after all files have been converted and can simply be dismissed 
 
' In order for this macro to work a folder named "RES" must be present in the target 
' directory 
' All old .res files will be moved here once the new .xls file has been written so 
' they can be kept as a backup 
 
 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
 
 
' Path must always be updated to analyze files in the desired directory 
Path = "C:\Users\Craig\Desktop\New Data Analysis 3 August\Resource\" 
 
 
File = Dir(Path & "*.res") 
 
 
Do While File <> "" 
File = Dir(Path & "*.res") 
 
SrcFile = Path & File 
Destination = Path & "RES\" & File 
 
FileCopySrcFile, Destination 
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Workbooks.Open Filename:=SrcFile 
 
Workbooks(File).Activate 
File2 = Path & Mid(File, 1, Len(File) - 4) & ".xls" 
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename:=File2, FileFormat:=xlNormal 
ActiveWorkbook.Saved = True 
ActiveWorkbook.Close 
 
Kill SrcFile 
 
'Application.ScreenUpdating = True 
 
Loop 
 
End Sub  
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10. APPENDIX C 
EXPERIMENTAL ORDER TABLE 
 
 
Subject Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6
12 CRT-H MRT-H MT-L MCT-H MCR-L MCRT-L
13 MT-L MCT-H MRT-L CRT-H MCR-L MCRT-H
40 MCRT-L MCR-H MRT-H CRT-L MCT-H MT-L
20 MCR-L MRT-L MCT-H MT-H CRT-L MCRT-H
17 MRT-H MCR-H MT-H MCRT-L CRT-L MCT-L
19 MCR-H MCT-L CRT-H MT-L MCRT-L MRT-H
6 MT-L MCRT-L MCR-H CRT-L MCT-H MRT-H
4 MCT-L CRT-H MCRT-H MT-L MRT-L MCR-H
11 MCR-H MCRT-L MCT-L MRT-H CRT-H MT-L
18 CRT-L MCRT-H MCT-L MRT-H MCR-H MT-L
22 MT-H CRT-L MRT-H MCR-H MCT-L MCRT-L
24 MT-L MCT-H MCR-L MCRT-L MRT-H CRT-H
25 MCRT-L MT-L CRT-L MCR-H MCT-H MRT-H
8 MCRT-H MCR-L CRT-L MT-L MCT-H MRT-H
30 MRT-L MT-H CRT-H MCRT-H MCR-L MCT-L
26 MT-L MCR-L MRT-H MCRT-H CRT-H MCT-L
7 MCT-H MT-L MCR-H MCRT-L MRT-H CRT-L
14 MT-H CRT-H MCT-L MRT-L MCR-H MCRT-L
21 CRT-H MCRT-L MT-L MRT-H MCR-L MCT-H
34 MCT-H MT-H CRT-L MCR-L MCRT-L MRT-H
23 MRT-H CRT-H MCRT-L MT-H MCT-L MCR-L
28 MCRT-L MT-H CRT-L MCT-H MRT-L MCR-H
5 MCR-L MRT-H MCT-H MT-L MCRT-H CRT-L
36 MRT-L MT-L MCR-H MCRT-H MCT-L CRT-H
15 MCT-H CRT-H MT-H MCRT-L MRT-L MCR-L
2 MT-H CRT-L MCRT-H MRT-L MCT-L MCR-H
27 CRT-L MCRT-L MCT-H MCR-L MT-H MRT-H
33 MT-L MRT-H MCR-H MCT-L CRT-L MCRT-H
10 MCR-H CRT-L MCT-L MCRT-H MRT-H MT-L
32 MCT-L CRT-H MT-L MCR-H MRT-H MCRT-L
3 MCR-H CRT-L MCT-H MRT-H MCRT-L MT-L
31 MCT-L MRT-H CRT-L MCRT-L MCR-H MT-H
1 MCRT-L MCR-L MT-L MRT-H CRT-H MCT-H
38 MRT-H MCR-L CRT-L MCRT-L MT-H MCT-H
29 MT-L MCR-H MRT-H CRT-H MCRT-L MCT-L
35 MCR-L CRT-L MRT-H MT-H MCT-H MCRT-L
37 MCT-H CRT-L MCRT-H MT-L MCR-H MRT-L
16 MCRT-H MRT-H MCT-L CRT-L MT-H MCR-L
39 MCT-H MT-L MCRT-L MRT-H CRT-L MCR-H
9 MCRT-H MCT-H MCR-L MT-L CRT-L MRT-H
Session 1
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Subject Task 7 Task 8 Task 9 Task 10 Task 11 Task 12
12 MCT-L CRT-L MCRT-H MT-H MRT-L MCR-H
13 CRT-L MT-H MCRT-L MRT-H MCT-L MCR-H
40 CRT-H MCRT-H MT-H MRT-L MCR-L MCT-L
20 MT-L MCR-H MCRT-L MCT-L MRT-H CRT-H
17 MCRT-H MRT-L MCT-H MT-L MCR-L CRT-H
19 MT-H MCR-L MRT-L CRT-L MCT-H MCRT-H
6 CRT-H MT-H MRT-L MCR-L MCRT-H MCT-L
4 MT-H MCT-H MCR-L MCRT-L CRT-L MRT-H
11 MRT-L MCR-L MT-H MCT-H MCRT-H CRT-L
18 MRT-L CRT-H MT-H MCT-H MCRT-L MCR-L
22 MCR-L MT-L MCRT-H MRT-L CRT-H MCT-H
24 MCRT-H MT-H CRT-L MCR-H MCT-L MRT-L
25 MCR-L MCRT-H MRT-L CRT-H MT-H MCT-L
8 MT-H MCRT-L MRT-L CRT-H MCR-H MCT-L
30 MCRT-L MRT-H MCT-H CRT-L MT-L MCR-H
26 MCRT-L MT-H MCT-H MRT-L MCR-H CRT-L
7 MCRT-H MCT-L CRT-H MCR-L MT-H MRT-L
14 MRT-H MT-L MCRT-H MCT-H CRT-L MCR-L
21 MRT-L CRT-L MCT-L MT-H MCRT-H MCR-H
34 MCR-H MCT-L MRT-L CRT-H MT-L MCRT-H
23 MT-L MRT-L MCR-H MCRT-H CRT-L MCT-H
28 MCT-L MCRT-H MCR-L CRT-H MT-L MRT-H
5 MT-H MCR-H CRT-H MCT-L MRT-L MCRT-L
36 MCRT-L MRT-H CRT-L MCR-L MT-H MCT-H
15 MCRT-H MCT-L MCR-H MT-L CRT-L MRT-H
2 MRT-H MT-L MCR-L MCRT-L CRT-H MCT-H
27 MCR-H CRT-H MRT-L MCT-L MCRT-H MT-L
33 MCT-H MT-H MCRT-L MCR-L MRT-L CRT-H
10 MCRT-L MCR-L MT-H MCT-H CRT-H MRT-L
32 MCR-L MCT-H MCRT-H MT-H CRT-L MRT-L
3 MRT-L MCR-L MT-H MCT-L CRT-H MCRT-H
31 MCRT-H MCT-H MT-L CRT-H MRT-L MCR-L
1 MRT-L MCRT-H MCT-L MT-H MCR-H CRT-L
38 MCRT-H MRT-L MCT-L CRT-H MCR-H MT-L
29 CRT-L MT-H MCT-H MRT-L MCR-L MCRT-H
35 MT-L MCR-H MCRT-H MRT-L CRT-H MCT-L
37 MT-H MCT-L MRT-H MCRT-L CRT-H MCR-L
16 CRT-H MCRT-L MCR-H MCT-H MRT-L MT-L
39 MRT-L MCT-L MCR-L MCRT-H MT-H CRT-H
9 MT-H MCRT-L MRT-L MCR-H MCT-L CRT-H
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11. APPENDIX D 
INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 
Informed Consent Document 
The Effect of Strategy on Task Interaction 
 
 The purpose of this research is to investigate your ability to implement a given strategy to 
overcome the negative effects of performing more than one task at once.  This experiment will be 
conducted on a typical desktop computer running the multi-attribute task battery (MATB).  MATB is 
a computer program that simulates the information content of an unmanned air vehicle control station.  
During this experiment you will be using a desktop computer outfitted with a keyboard and joystick to 
interact with the MATB program.  We are interested in evaluating how changes to the rate of 
presentation of incoming information and the number of simultaneous subtasks being performed affect 
overall performance.  This research is being conducted at Wright State University. 
 First, you will be asked a few simple questions to determine whether you are familiar with 
computer and joystick systems, and to determine if you are colorblind or deaf.  Individuals will be 
eligible for this study if they have both adequate familiarity with a personal computer and joystick, 
and are not colorblind or deaf.  Second, you will be trained to monitor the MATB.  Training will 
require approximately 10 minutes. After training, you will participate in two (2) experimental trial 
sessions that will last approximately 26 minutes each. Your total time commitment is not expected to 
be more than 120 minutes.  Participation in this study is completely voluntary. However, if you put 
forth adequate effort during the experiment, your name will be submitted to your professor by an 
investigator so that you may receive class credit. Additionally, as a token of appreciation for your 
participation in the study, you will be given a flash drive after you’ve finished testing.  
There is very minimal risk involved in this study. The fatigue, eye strain, wrist strain, or 
headaches you may experience during the study are no different than that of using a regular personal 
computer.  To minimize this risk, there will be a rest session after the first testing period.  As a 
participant in this experiment, you have certain rights. The purpose of this document is to make you 
aware of those rights and to obtain your informed consent. 
 
1. You have the right to stop participating in this experiment at any time without any repercussions. If 
you decide to do so, you should notify the experimenter immediately. 
2. You have the right to see your data and to withdraw it from the experiment. Data is processed after all 
experimental runs are completed and all data are treated confidentially.  Confidentiality is achieved by 
assigning each participant a number that is known only to the experimenter.  The experimental data 
will be restricted on a password protected computer. If you wish to withdraw your data, you must do 
so immediately after the experiment. 
3. You have the right to be informed of the overall results of this experiment. If you wish to receive a 
summary of the overall results, this will be made available to you upon request, free-of-charge. You 
may request a summary of results by including your address below your signature on the Informed 
Consent Document, and results will be sent to you after all data have been collected and analyzed. 
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If you have any questions or concerns regarding this research, please feel free to contact Dr. Chandler 
Phillips, Department of BIE, 207 Russ Engineering Center, Wright State University, 937-775-5044, or 
the Principal Investigator listed below. If you have any questions about giving consent or your rights 
as a research participant in this study, please call the Wright State University Institutional Review 
Board at 937-775-4462. 
 
Craig Walters 
Walters.38@wright.edu 
Wright State University 
BIE Department 
207 Russ Engineering Center 
3640 Colonel Glenn Hwy 
Dayton, OH 45435-0001 
Walters.38@wright.edu 
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CONSENT STATEMENT 
I have read the above information and understand that participation is voluntary.  Refusal 
to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled 
and I may discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits.  My 
signature below means that I have freely agreed to participate in this research study. 
Participant’s Printed Name: 
 
Participants Signature: 
 
Date 
 
Address: (if you wish to receive study results) 
 
Test Participant Initials ______ 
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Study Name: The Effect of Strategy on Task Interaction 
 
Subject Information Sheet 
 
Subject Number: ___________       
 Date: ____________ 
0x80300024 
Verbal Questionnaire Results: 
 
Have you used a personal computer before? (Y/N)     _____ 
 Are you comfortable using one? (Y/N)     
 _____ 
 
Have you used a mouse with a PC before? (Y/N)     
 _____ 
 Are you comfortable using one? (Y/N)     
 _____ 
 
Have you used a joystick before? (Y/N)      
 _____ 
 Are you comfortable using one? (Y/N)     
 _____ 
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Do you have any form of colorblindness? (Y/N)     
 _____ 
 
Are you able to hear commands given on a computer speaker? (Y/N)  
 _____ 
 
(If the subject answers no to any question except for the one concerning colorblindness, 
discontinue subjects participation. Inform subject that they do not meet specified criteria.) 
 
Which is your dominant hand?       
 R or L 
 
Which hand do you use to operate a computer mouse?    
 R or L 
 
Experiment Run Information 
Subject has completed training and indicates they are comfortable with all MATB task 
components. 
 
Time: _____ 
Script File Name: ____________________ 
Difficulty level completed first (circle one): Low / High 
Subject is using (R or L) hand for joystick. 
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Comments: 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________ 
